
TD Snap AAC Cheat Sheets



HOME PAGE-COREWORDS

The Core Words page is  
the set to be your  

HOMEpage.

The Search button let’s youfind  
any word in theprogram!

Simply enter a search term, and then follow the visual cues. The visual cues lead you to  
the target word, so that you can find the word again later on your own. 1. Select the  
Searchtool in the Navigation Bar.2. Entera search term. 3. Select the button that youare  
searching for in the search results. 4. Select the highlighted button on eachpageuntil you  
arrive at the target button. You may need to scroll to see the next button, so watch for  
arrows telling you where togo!

WHAT ARE CORE WORDS?
Core Words are the most frequently used words in our language. If we can say these  
words, we can say a LOT! They include mostly pronouns, verbs and adjectives. ALWAYS  
work on these words, even if you are just MODELING them at first. Pick one or two to  
start!
Usethese to interact duringANYactivity- Make the video or toy “GO,” “STOP”with this  

activity, “DO” it when it’s your turn, “YOU” ”HELP.” Do you “LIKE” it or “NOT?” Let’s get  
“MORE!” Look what I “HAVE!”

CORE HOME PAGE & SEARCHING

The Home button takes you to your home  
page(the first pageyouseewhenyou launch  
Snap). This Home button is a shortcut that  
you can use to get back to your home page  

from anywhere in the software.

The CORE WORDS page is organized systematically by part of  
speech. Word categories are grouped togetherby column and color  
(e.g., Questions - blue, People - yellow, Actions - green, etc.).This
systemof organization is in place to help promote the production of  
complete sentences through combining individualwords.



TEACHING FUNCTIONAL SOCIAL MESSAGES

GREETINGS:Whenyou start your session,go to this pagetouch andsay“Hi!” “How are  
you?” Ask child, “do you want to say anything? and WAIT. Prompt after 10 secs if no  
response.
FEELINGS: While you are playing go to this page and talk about how you feel about the
activity, ”excited!” “don’t like…”. Touch and say what you think, model what you think they
are thinking, andgive them asecondto initiate acomment.
PERSONALNEEDS:While hangingout, look for opportunities to model “I needhelp,”  
“wait aminute” andseeif they follow your lead. Prompt if neededafter 10secs.
QUESTIONS: During the session, model asking a question, “Can I see” and hold out your  
hand. “Can I havemore?” andwait for child to give items to you. “Want to play?” Seeif
they follow yourlead!

EVAL  
TIPS

QUICKFIRESPAGES

QUICKFIRES are little words and messages to quickly get what you need, keep conversation  
going, gainattention, or comment.Also included are commonly-usedmessagesthat focuson  
Personal Needs, Greetings, Social, Feelings, Questions, and Repairs. QuickFires speak  
immediately anddo not insert text into the MessageWindow.

Feelings Greetings Personal Needs Questions



WORD LISTPAGES

WORD LISTS are folders of words in categories. There are 1000’s of words in the ALL WORD LIST  
and your personally relevant words in thePERSONAL WORD LIST.

ALL WORDLIST RELATED WORD  
LISTS-

SUBCATEGORIES

PERSONAL WORDLIST

EVALUATING SINGLE WORD USE & NAVIGATING PAGES BYCATEGORIES
Start your INSTRUCTION with the PERSONAL WORD LIST. On each page you’ll find  
some suggestions from us but BE SURE TO ADD A FEW ITEMS YOU KNOW THE  
STUDENT LOVES! Be sure to add your own items here. Put items that go together in  
folders of categories, for example "iPad," "puzzle," and "books" might go in the "Leisure  
Folder."

Once the student is excited to interact with you and requesting desired items consistently,  
go back a page and show them how you got to their favorite page. Show them a few  
times while you are playing/snacking etc. THEN go back and see if they rememberwhere  
their favorite items are! Think BACKWARD CHAINING to evaluate navigation of the  
pages of the device! Start teaching on the choices page and then go backward,  
eventually to the HOME page to see if they can find their way back to their favorite  
choices.

ANIMAL MAIN LIST



TOPICPAGES

PLAYDOUGHTOPIC PLAYING CARDSTOPIC

EVALUATING the use of Topic Related Messages and Words

TOPICS are pages of frequently occurring CONTEXTS that our students may communicate about.  
Typically these are daily activities, favorite play/leisure activities, regularly occurring  
environments the student is in. These are NOT highly specific activity pages for rarely occurring  
highly specific activities such as “Making a Paper Bag Pumpkin.” You would use the ART CLASS  
topic for these types of messages so that the student could use messages in more than one arts  
and craftsactivity.

link tospecific topic  
related WORDS

phrases & messages  
related to thetopic

EVAL  
TIPS

Choose a Topic that is highly motivating/interesting for your student. Think about what you often  
say when doing these activities. For example, when you read books, we often have the child say  
“turn the page.”Theymight say“look” or ask“what’s that?” What specific words would you use?  
Click on the TOPIC WORDS button and make sure those word are in there. You might have words  
like “book,” “page,” “characters,” “bad guy!”

Engage naturally in the activity. Model using some of the messages and WAIT to see if they child  
follows your lead. If they have no response after 10 seconds, suggest, “do you have something to  
say?” If no response, point to amessageanddirect the child to try it. Seeif they begin to do this  
on their own.

Canthe child navigate from the mainTOPICPAGEto apageto match the activity they are starting?
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